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About This Game
Love is in the air. And so is Solitaire!
Enter the enchanting world of Jewel Match as you fall head over heels for this charming new Solitaire adventure!
Discover and rebuild 5 gorgeous scenes as you follow each passionate couple across the land. Play 200 levels, plus 50 bonus
mahjong levels to unlock! Dozens of game play variations add to the classic Solitaire, such as obstacles, power-ups, frozen
cards, and more!
Search every last level for gems and coins that you can use to purchase new upgrades for each scene, plus aim for the elusive
“Perfect” in each level.
Bring your sweetheart and a deck of cards, because all is fair in love and solitaire.
Features

200 lovely Solitaire levels.
5 beautiful scenes to build.
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50 replayable bonus mahjong levels!
Choose between several delightful card designs.
Tons of game play variations and power-ups.
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Title: Jewel Match Solitaire L'Amour
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Suricate Software
Publisher:
Grey Alien Games
Release Date: 14 Feb, 2019
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best gaem 10\/10 would play again. loving the game so far. to be able to release something like this in just 6 months is amazing,
theres alot of content in this game with lots of amazing locations.
the camera work and photography is amazing.
the first level is the best one i think, it seems to be the one with the most work gone into it and the red options are amazing.
i also really like the girl level in the bar where she ends up choking out the man multipule times, just because he tried to leave, i
thought the whole level was done really well, and i hope to see more female 'on the pull" levels .
i loved seeing characters from the first game making a return too, that was a great touch..
but what i wasn't a fan off was the comedy interlude level, i would have rather just played another level seducing girls, as i dont
care for comedy clubs. i didnt think having charlotte talking with richard was really very helpful, i dont think she added
anything really, richard just sort of sums it up and she just sits there or just agrees and says "yes thats right" or "totally wrong"
she just doesnt seem to give any insight and quite oftern responds with "oh really, i didnt know that" or "oh right, you learn
something new every day"
for the 3rd game, they should spend more time explaining WHY the options were right or wrong and go into a bit more detail...
quite often some of the red options will not correspond with the actions the characters actually take... for instance on the part
where the stripper sits on his lap, a red option clearly states she needs to get off before he cums in his pants, but the action is
him actually doing it.... thats not the worst one but there are choices that have nothing to do with the actions that follow... and
that's a bad apple....
but over all, great game, im having fun... it justs needs a polish, and fix the missing texts on level 4
. i love fish and whales and all the other sealife. If you are old school game fan as I am, buy it. Otherwise dont.. Oppaidefenders for life
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The Ship is green? The Illuminati sign is green... coincidence? I think not! This \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
theory means that this game is illuminati.. You must MUST buy this game simple because it is illuminati... For everyone having
issues installing the DLC. This is how I resolved it.
1.\tFind Ark: Survival Evolved in your Library list.
2.\tRight click on it, click Properties.
3.\tThe properties dialog appears. Click on the DLC tab.
4.\tThe DLC window will show all the DLC you have for the game. If you've tried to obtain it from the steam store, it should
have it there. The Install checkbox may be checked, but the status will probably be "Not Installed.
5.\tUntick the Install box. Click Close.
6.\tReopen the Properties, go back to the DLC tab, check the Install box. Click Close. This should force the download to occur.
Check your current downloads for an 1.8gb ARK update.
Hope this helps.
. Master Piece.. a didactic documentary (y). Magical girls meet Fire Striker for the NES.
Fun, fast-paced, with silly characters and story.
You play as little witches in search of their lost pet.
Each level consist of destroying blocks, monsters and the occasional boss.
You have a set of power ups that can come in handy too.
There is tons of replay value as you have to collect a gem for each stage and capture all the monsters in game with magic cards.
And the game gets even more intense and fun in two player mode.
I highly recommend Strikey Sisters if you like a challenging but fun addictive break out game.. A very solid JRPG that I
enjoyed quite bit. Good story? Check. Good cast? Check. Good RPG mechanics and battle system? Check. Only flaws are
dungeons can drag on quite bit and map design is all over the place with excessive clutter. The game was still very easy even on
hard difficulty except for last boss and optional arena fight.. as of time of writing, the game is at version: 0.4.4.1
Simple. Clean. Fun.
this is all you have to really know about this game. no over-elaborate story with multiple plot details that you would have to do
some digging, theorizing, looking in the book based off the game to get the idea behind ( at least not yet anyways!). the
objective of the game is simple: survive till you can't no more, wether the enemies become far too numrous ( believe me..
getting into the 30 waves by yourself, your facing 50:1 odds and greater.) or your weapons cannot dole out enough damage ( also
again, enemies get a lot more health as you get higher up, here in lies the grind. as many see this as a negative, i see this as
nessisary to get higher and higher waves.). waves start off simple, 2 enemies on wave 1, and it gets more nad more numerous
from there.. 4 on the next, 8 afterwards, and so on and so on. and the boss wave ( every 10th, also your check point for if you
want to start off from that wave for higher difficulty) are actually a challenge.. if you don't have unbalanced\/ over-powered\/
over-leveled weapons for that wave. they have multple ways to get you, and there is no 'camping the corner behind their blind
spot till win' way of getting around it. because it will adapt, and change what it does to match WHERE you are.. off the main
arena floor? have ALL THE MISSLES!! on the arena floor? less missles, and MORE EARTHQUAKES!!. it's a challenge to
beat bosses on your own without help, but once you get a feel for it, you know how to best take it on, to YOUR style. over all
the game still needs work, but that is what early access is about. i will update this review as time goes on, and how development
turns this game from a rough cut into a fine polished gem.. I have very mixed feelings about this game. I really wanted to like it,
but it just doesn't hold up. I was hoping for a Zachtronics-style game, maybe a bit easier or harder, but with a similar mentality.
This is not that.
The bulk of this game is sorting colored (R\/G\/B) shapes (circle, square, triangle) into buckets. Unfortunately, once you've
figured out the first few puzzles, it never really gets any harder. The puzzle that finally pushed me to a negative comment was
"Shape Recognition." I counted, and it's the 45th puzzle in the game. It's entire purpose is to pick out the squares and trash the
rest of the shapes, that's it. And yes, there are devices which allow this to be done easily, and yes, you've already done this two
dozen times as parts of other puzzles. It requires 2 modules and a garbage can, and you wouldn't have been able to get to this
point in the game without being able to do the task.
The other part of the game involves creating a driving AI for cats. It's a cute idea, but the AI doesn't learn. It's supposed to be a
genetic algorithm sort of thing, but you're limited in the number of generations you're allowed, and it doesn't seem like the AI
learns anything. If you don't happen to randomly spawn a good performer, then you're not going to pass the task. You can try to
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train the AI, but it has no effect. The car will simply drive up to the bumper of another car and then tailgate it at 50 km\/h, no
matter what you do. (In all fairness, you can spawn a random AI that will change lanes erratically, and these can, by pure chance,
wind up passing the checkpoints, but the point is that nothing you do as the player has any real impact in this part of the game.).
Aswome game just wish you could make your own player.. Its not a terrible game, but very basic, a fb type game
considering youll get 5 to 10 hrs max out of the game its overpriced too
worth waiting till better games like victory at sea on sale and getting one of those instead
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